MINUTES of Canteen Committee meeting on 23.04.2018 at 16:30 in the meeting room of the Monnet Centre
M. Lancelot was in charge of the minutes.
DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION

1.

Approval of the
agenda

The agenda was approved.

2.

Approval of the
minutes of the
previous meeting

The minutes were approved.

3.

Parents:
Agenda points
parents: list of
comments from
parents.

Possibility to keep sauce aside
for children in the nursery.
Possibility to leave plate
unfinished:

Just address it to the Nursery colleagues before
addressing it at the canteen committee.
Yes, it is possible – just pupils are encouraged to taste
a bit of everything in the canteen. Especially with the
salad bar.
We also try to reduce the waste in the canteen.

Concern regarding use of frozen
ingredients and industrially
prepared foods.

It is not of bad quality and sometimes even better than
fresh food. Every sauce is homemade. Pizza is semimade, garniture is prepared on the school site. All
meat is fresh, fish is frozen.

High prices at the vending
machines:

To encourage students to drink more water and less
soft drinks. Smoothies are more expensive because
fruit are expensive, that is why smoothies have to be
paid extra and not as dessert. Only once a week.
Secondary students should not buy soft drinks for
primary students.

FOLLOW-UP
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Complains regarding high prizes
and the quality of the food
-

4.

Pupils (primary)

Pizza is not a full meal:

This is not what the students think because it is the
number 1 selling day, every 8 week.
For the Nursery, vegetables are requested to be added
for the garniture.

-

Coffee koek is not
acceptable:

Point to be discussed at home with the student, less
than ¼ of the students are buying coffee koeken.

-

Children could be
encouraged to take soup
and the fruit:

We can try with some “flashy” pictures in front of the
soup/fruit place so that children don’t forget to take it.
The fruit can be taken home.

Canteen card issues:

Any problem with the canteen card has to be reported
to Danny or Nancy: card lost/stolen/forgotten…

Leftovers for charity:

NOT POSSIBLE because of the Health and Safety
regulations, it is forbidden by law and it is too risky.

Is it possible to have gluten free
meals?:

Very difficult to do and high risk of contamination. Also
has to be bought in big volumes.

Nancy and
Danny

Nancy and
Danny

Lactose and nut free is easy. Danny and Nancy can
arrange for some allergies.
Have a “15 minute quiet eating”:

The only quiet place in the canteen is the pergola,
decibels are lower than 30.
Other suggestions: put on some music or musicians
from secondary could also play.

Cleaning of the tables: only P1
and P2 are cleaning the tables –
Are there some reserved tables

Encourage all students to clean their table before
leaving the canteen. Extra clothes and product can be
provided.

Danny and
Nancy

for Secondary?:

Students (secondary)

The tables at the back, near the hall are reserved for
Secondary.

A sign with prices will be put on top of the vending
Is it possible to put the prices on
machines.
the vending machines?
Early lunch:

1 or 2 tables should be reserved for Secondary
students, so that they are not mixed with the Primary.

Sandwich area:

A bit of chaos because of lack of space but the
supervision is a problem there and everyday 15
sandwiches are NOT paid.

Danny and
Nancy

In Secondary, there is 1 teacher supervising during
Early lunch and 1 during Lunch. An extra teacher
supervising during rush hours could help.
Teachers (secondary)

Request for a vegetarian day
once a month:
Garbage not sorted properly:
Whole grain bread: sometimes
not enough is provided.

Teachers (primary)

Let’s give it a trial.

The pictograms could be more explicit + need to
address it in class.

Request for more fish in Nursery. OK.

Taco Day and Mexican week:

Danny and
Nancy

Just call Danny or Nancy in advance so that it is
reserved for the students.

Vegetarian burger should be the OK??
whole piece not half of it.

Other requests

Danny and
Nancy

It has not started yet but needs to be looked at.

Danny and
Nancy

Danny and
Nancy

